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Still Life
(natura mortua), 2003
stone, paint,
graphite, wax
dimensions variable

p h o t o: r a u n o t r ä s k e l i n

Transient Image Brooch, 1980
stainless steel, paint
2 1 ⁄16 x 2 1 ⁄4 x 1 ⁄ 2"

c o l l e c t i o n t h e m u s e u m o f f i n e a r t s , h o u s t o n,
hel en w il l i a ms dru t t col l ec t ion
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Transient Image Brooch, 1979
stainless steel
2 x 2 1 ⁄ 2 x 1 ⁄ 2"
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ov e r h e r 4 0 -y e a r a r t i s t ic c a r e e r , Margaret
West has constructed a remarkable range of jewelry that
engages subjects both physical and emotional, both real
and imagined. For West, jewelry has always been a means
of communication. While many artists imbue their jewelry
with content, West takes a particularly poetic approach
to her practice. She recently described her intention: “to
achieve a discriminating balance between distress and
artistry, between desolation and beauty, to sublimate wrath
in a quest for a more subtle, elegiac eloquence. More simply:
to achieve a discerning balance of paradoxical elements.”1
West was born in Melbourne in 1936. As a child, she
developed an interest in music, literature, and visual
arts that was actively supported by her parents. In
the early 1950s, she enrolled in the Royal Melbourne
Institute of Technology (rmit), which would become her
educational home over the next 20 years. Initially, West
studied graphic art and sculpture, receiving an advanced
certificate in visual art in 1955. After graduation, she
worked as an editorial assistant and illustrator for the
educational publisher Longman, later segueing from there
to teaching art at a school for disadvantaged children in
inner-city Melbourne.2
While teaching, West returned to rmit to pursue
advanced studies in art, eventually receiving a diploma
in art in 1975 and a graduate diploma in art in 1976. She
had initially enrolled as a ceramics major, with a minor in
painting and an elected theory subject in philosophy.3 Two
years into her studies, West was increasingly frustrated
with her choice of a major. She recalled of that time: “I
walked across the corridor to Gold and Silversmithing. I had
long been captivated by the showcases of work executed
by students of that department. Metal appeared to be the
ultimately beguiling facilitator… I was (still am) drawn to
the resilience of metal.” In her third year of study she moved
to stainless steel and titanium, which she used almost
exclusively in her graduate diploma year. Says West, “I was
also drawn to the potential of small objects as instruments
of concentrated power; and, increasingly, to jewellery with
its capacity as a personal, social, and cultural cipher.”4
At rmit, West studied jewelry design under the Germanborn and -educated professor Wolf Wennrich, who exposed
his students to currents in German jewelry. West recalls
his “enthusiasm for the graphic and expressive potential
of jewellery,” characteristics that can also be found in
her earliest work, though by this time, she already had a
well-developed aesthetic and sense of self as an artist.5 From
Wennrich, West did become aware, however, of German
jewelry artists who were using stainless steel in their own
work, such as Fritz Maierhofer. Through Wennrich, she was
invited by Fritz Falk, then director of the Schmuckmuseum
Pforzheim, to participate in the “Tendenzen ’77” exhibition.
Falk had originated this series of groundbreaking
invitational exhibitions in 1967 to periodically take the
pulse of international currents in artistic jewelry.6 West
contributed a series of stainless steel rings, which were

Transient Images, 1979–81
graphite on paper
9 x 13 3 ⁄4"

c o l l e c t i o n t h e m u s e u m o f f i n e a r t s , h o u s t o n,
hel en w il l i a ms dru t t col l ec t ion
p h o t o: g e o r g e h i x o n

displayed alongside works by established talents such as
Friedrich Becker, Arline Fisch, Hermann Jünger, Helge
Larsen, and Bruno Martinazzi.
West has been fascinated by materials since childhood.
Her “persistent curiosity about materials and their cultural
and metaphoric resonance,” she says, as well as structural
and aesthetic potential, led to work with stainless steel
and titanium for several years.7 She cites their comparative
lightness and resistance to corrosion and abrasion as
being particularly suitable to the jeweler’s art.8 West’s
brooches of 1978–80 demonstrate her interest in combining
stainless steel and titanium with traditional metalsmithing
techniques like repoussé
and painted motifs.9 They
also reflect her growing
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Lead Bib, 1982
lead, stainless steel
14 1 ⁄8 x 6 3 ⁄4"

multilayered artistic practice. Drawing has consistently
been a part of West’s process, though its role within her
work has evolved over the years. More recently, drawing
has become something closer to an obstruction. In a
recent blog post, she explained, “I write rather than draw,
for the materials of drawing (drawing’s matter) often
hinder rather than help. They lock me into paper-ness,
into the compliance of pencil, the swish of ink or wash.”11
However, early in her career, drawing was a creative act
that related to or led to jewelry making. From 1980–82, for
example, West completed a series of dark, dense drawings
of Sydney’s rain-soaked harbor. These drawings directly
led to her next major jewelry series: lead “bibs” hanging
from steel cables whose forms referenced the protective
qualities of the material. She was drawn to lead because
of its “paradoxically protective yet toxic nature, its sombre
sumptuousness, [and] its alchemical association with gold,”
she says.12 West worked on and off with the material for the
following ten years, culminating in a series of containers
such as caskets and bowls that held objects discreetly
within their protective lead linings.
By the early 1980s, West had an established career as a
jewelry artist, as well as a lecturing position at the Sydney
College of the Arts, which she held until 1999 when
she retired from the school as the head of the Jewellery
and Object Design Department. In addition to these
endeavors, she also began writing seriously, a practice
that continues today. West is a well published poet and an
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author of numerous treatises on contemporary life and its
intersection with art, specifically craft and jewelry. West
undertakes her various creative efforts simultaneously.
“Always, I am seeking to attain a lyrical toughness: at
times fierce, as necessary, yet with a quality of beauty…
Both jewellery and poems afford me the possible virtue (as
I see it) of succinctness. My poems are made, built rather
than written; constructed on the page from shapes and
sounds with attentively tuned reverberations. And the
attentive tuning of reverberations is a fundamental aspect
of my jewellery making.”13
West’s next major series was the “Stones with Steel”
necklaces of 1984–1985. On a holiday to the outback of New
South Wales, and later on the beaches of Tasmania, West
began gathering eye-catching stones whose surfaces felt
good to the touch.14 In the process of storing them in her
pant pockets, she noticed that she was trying to balance the
weight of the stones, so that one side was not heavier than
the other.15 Ultimately, this concept begat a new series in
which West drilled and suspended the stones on steel cables
in weight-balanced compositions that hung around the
neck. West created more than 30 of these necklaces, each
with a different number of stones. She incorporated other
materials such as steel or feathers in combination with
the stones, thereby offering additional meditations on the
concept of weight and balance.
Throughout the late 1980s, West participated in
numerous Australian and international jewelry exhibitions
that exposed her work to diverse audiences. Highlights
from this period include “Schmuckszene ’87”; “Four

Splash Brooch, 1999
stone, paint, sterling silver
1 1 ⁄ 2 x 2 x 3 ⁄4"
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Australian Jewellers,” an
exhibition that traveled
to Canada and the United
States featuring West, Kate
Durham, Rowena Gough,
and Carlier Makigawa;
and a show at Electrum
Gallery in London. West was
also soon honored with a mid-career retrospective titled
“Interstices: Works by Margaret West From 1981–1992.” The
show traveled throughout Australia from 1992 to 1994 and
thoroughly exhausted West. She found that as a by-product
of the exhibition, she needed a period of reflection. It was
during this time that she broke away from her longtime
use of lead and turned towards lighter considerations, both
emotionally and physically.
An immediate result of this recalibration was a series
of brooches made from balsa wood, whose form and
decoration were derived from the artist’s observations of
daily life. Their shapes deliberately reflected the idea of
mountains or hills. West made about 30 of these works,
each painted, carved, or otherwise decorated. Song of the
Red Silk Shirt is representative of this series. Lightweight
and seemingly unwearable, it is painted with a glorious
cacophony of color and organic pattern. The balsa wood
brooches served as an important digression for West in that
they provided a break from the heaviness of lead and stone,
and their color and pattern allowed her to return to her
roots as a painter and student of graphic design.
West has long been a keen observer of nature, in

“Always, I am
seeking to attain
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Song of the Red Silk Shirt Brooch, 1993
balsa wood, paint, brass
2 7 ⁄8 x 4 1 ⁄ 2 x 3"
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Three Stones with
Steel Necklace, 1985
stone, stainless
steel cable
9 1 ⁄ 2 x 7 x 1 1 ⁄4"
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double damask, 2000–01
phosphor bronze mesh and paint units
130 x 150"

c o l l e c t i o n t h e n a t i o n a l g a l l e r y o f au s t r a l i a
p h o t o: m a r g a r e t w e s t

double damask, 2000–01 (detail)
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Still Life (natura
mortua), 2003
stone, paint, graphite,
wax (detail)

Rosa Caduca, from
“Fatal Flowers” series, 2004
basalt, paint, silver
1 1 ⁄ 2 x 1 7 ⁄ 8 x 3 ⁄ 8"
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particular of clouds and flowers. During
her period of respite that led to the balsa
wood brooches, she began photographing
clouds around Sydney. She had hoped
that the wood brooches would provide
an opportunity for her to engage their
wispy and airy shapes.16 Instead, she
turned to carving and painting stone,
acknowledging both the irony of using
such a solid, weighty material for a series
based on air, and the affinity between
the imagery of constellations of clouds
in the sky and flowers in a garden.17
“Notes: the sky is a garden,” a series of
painted stone brooches made from 1998 to
2000, resulted. Comprised of amorphous
cloud-flower forms painted in vibrant
colors on natural stones, the series offers a
celebratory vision of the world.
West’s art from the late 1990s onwards
has used, almost exclusively, the flower
form. As her perspective progressed from
series to series, the flowers transmuted,
both in rendering and message. After
the optimism of “Notes: the sky is a
garden,” the flowers took on the role of
referencing traditional women’s work, in
the monumental wall installation double
damask from 2000–2001. Comprised of
506 four-petal damask roses made from
bronze mesh and embellished with paint,
the composition has been compared to a
highly regimented rose garden, as well as
a traditional rose-patterned, double-sided
damask tablecloth.18 On a basic level,
mesh is highly malleable and allows for
light to penetrate the individual elements
and create shadows on the wall. Yet it
also offers additional layers of meaning.
West wrote that metal mesh “weaves a
world in emulation of the virtual with
its mathematical precision, its logical
configuration as an archetypical grid,
its ordered representation of the binary,
digitized world…To add to the complexity,
there are the magical effects of moiré created when
one layer of mesh crosses another, or intersects with its
shadow—an effect which changes with even a slight
movement of the viewer’s head as reality swims in an
illusion of shadows and digits—leaving both view and
viewer utterly pixilated.”19
After the success of double damask, West continued to
make objects that were not technically jewelry (but which
were informed by her jewelry) such as Still Life (natura
mortua) from 2003.20 A floor installation consisting of 1,240
individual stone flowers placed within the structure of a

grid, the work was initially
designed to celebrate the
optimism that the new
millennium engendered.
However, over the course
of its two-year production,
world events took a negative
turn, and West incorporated
her feelings of distress and
concern into the work by
segueing from brightly
painted flowers to darker,
more somber surface hues.
In addition, West’s working
notes state that some of the
flowers are refined, carefully
formed, and intact, while
the later ones were worn,
chipped, or fractured.21 This transition of style also dovetails
with her shift towards suffering rather than optimism—a
role that flowers continue to represent for the artist today.
West’s discomfort with the increasingly difficult,
inescapable news about war has continued to manifest itself
in her work. As an artist who has consistently questioned
the role and value of jewelry in society throughout her
career, the international political situation brought forth
profound observations on jewelry’s capability, and perhaps
the need, to embrace the realities, however uncomfortable,
of the world. This darker outlook manifested itself in
the Fatal Flowers series of brooches from 2004. The series
focuses on the imagery of war, particularly wounds and
the wounded—the real, fleshy, gut-wrenching kind—as
well as the idea of wounding someplace or someone. Once
again, West turned to flowers to embody these meanings,
creating brooches from stone and paint. In describing Fatal
Flowers, she recently wrote, “The rhetoric of the wound
is persuasive; flowers speak with complex and beguiling
voices; stone is implacable. Now flesh has become stone –
stone that has been cut, abraded, fractured, bruised, burnt.
Now, even the stones are bleeding.”22
In recent years, West has come full circle with her flower
brooches. While she continued to plumb the dark images
of war, in particular the photographs of Abu Ghraib, for
FRIEZE: ecce homo (précis) of 2005, an installation of more
than 50 brooches made from painted Cararra marble, as
well as two additional series based on war in 2006 and 2008,
she has recently retreated from the emotional drain of
focusing on such desolate subjects. She is still using flowers
as a main form or motif— they are clearly an enduring
source of meaning for her— but her focus has shifted
towards quieter interpretations that do not cause the soul to
ache about the atrocities of the world. The future has once
again turned hopeful.

As an artist who
has consistently
questioned the role
and value of jewelry
in society throughout
her career, the
international political
situation brought
forth profound
observations on
jewelry’s capability,
and perhaps the
need, to embrace
the realities, however
uncomfortable, of
the world.
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